
Re-Opening Hawthorne Valley Waldorf School 2020-21!

Early Childhood

Many schools in America are opening.

But at HVS, we are committed to 
keeping our school open!

To do so, the safety and wellbeing of 
our students and staff are our 
ultimate concern.



Key Strategies of our School Re-Opening Plan

 Ensuring that children, faculty, and staff exhibiting flu-like symptoms are not on campus. Ever. This is the most 
impactful step we can take.

 Reducing the chances of exposure by keeping children in consistent social groupings.

 Reducing exposure by wearing face masks, following guidelines for social distancing, and utilizing outdoor spaces that 
provide access to healthy air circulation whenever possible.

 Providing flexible age-appropriate at-home support to anyone unable to be on campus, or choosing to distant learn..

 Anticipating high anxiety levels and proactively developing protocols, curricular offerings and a simplified schedule to 
meet social and emotional learning needs.

 Developing a school cleaning and disinfecting plan in accordance with CDC guidelines. Supporting and teaching 
handwashing and other personal hygiene practices.

 Simplifying our schedule to allow for more flexibility. Less is more this year.

 Reducing exposure by limiting our campus to students and staff.



The HVS Early Childhood program is envisioning three learning
options for the coming year.

1. On-campus Learning. Children attend school as we have experienced in the past
with adaptationsthat follow state mandates for re-opening.

2. A Hybrid Model offering a combination of On-Campus and At-Home Learning.
With this model we will provide on-campus learning two days per week, and the
remaining days will be for supported home-learning.

3. Supported Home-learning. Our faculty will provide parents and children a variety
of support services.

More exact details for each model, including safety protocols, general curriculum 
plans, and online programming are outlined below.

These plans are subject to change as state mandates develop, we receive 
commitment from you, and our understanding of how best to meet the specific 

needs for different age groupings become clearer. Please do let us know if you have 
questions!



Kindergarten and Nursery
Option 1: ON-CAMPUS LEARNING MODEL

3, 4, or 5 mornings a week
with option for playgroup until 3pm

In this learning model we will offer traditional Waldorf Schooling in session on our campus, as long as
legislative mandates allow. Children in our mixed-age kindergarten will come to school 3, 4, or 5 mornings a
week with the option to register for an afternoon playgroup. Each child will be placed in a small learning pod
of up to 10 children, according to the days of the week requested and the availability ofopenings.

An outdoor curriculum will be taught as much as the weather allows: children will need to be prepared with
seasonal outdoor clothing for adventuring in all types of weather! Each child will also need to bring their
own backpack to equip them for the day’s adventure*.

Our morning lessons will include: Seasonal Circles to be held outdoors, Storytelling and Puppetry, Art and
Craft time, Creative Play, Nature Exploration, Animal Care, Farm Visits, Festivals, Handwork for the older
Kindergarten child, Herbal Crafting, and Eurythmy for the older children.

*Adventure back packs must include: a water bottle, snack, lunch if the child is staying for the whole day, tick
spray, hand disinfectant, a change of clothing.



ON-CAMPUS LEARNING MODEL Cont'd

Each child will have their own individual learning resource basket which will include art and craft materials,
puppet play resources, a self-care kit, and pillow and blanket for rest. These materials will not be shared between
classmates.

We will strictly adhere to Health and Well-being Protocols. Social distancing, hand washing,
selfcare, and the proper use of masks for up-close encounters will be taught. We understand that mask-wearing
for these youngest students can be challenging and we will provide safe spaces to have a break from masks.
Please communicate clearly with your teacher about your expectations about mask wearing.

Children will have a daily health screening, including an at-school temperature check when they arrive each
morning. Those who are not well will be required to stay home or return home. Should a child need to be at
home for longer than a few days, our home learning support curriculum will then be put in place for family
support.

Complexity in pod placement may require some shifting from earlier-determined groupings and lead
teachers. We seek to keep pod numbers limited and to meet the scheduling needs of our families.

Our Home-Learning Support Curriculum Model will be put in place for the Kindergarten Learning Pods should 
distance learning be mandated.



Kindergarten and Nursery
Option 2: HYBRID SCHOOL/HOME-LEARNING MODEL
2 days a week, 8am – 12:30pm with an option for afternoon playgroup until 3pm

Home-learning will be supported for the remaining days of the week

A. Two days of On-Campus Learning each week.
Children will attend school either Monday and Tuesday or Thursday and Friday, from 8am - 12:30, with a playgroup
until 3pm. They will participate in small-pod learning groups of 8-10 children that maintain distance from the other EC
learning pods. We will strictly adhere to Health and Well-being Protocols, practicing distancing or mask use when
appropriate, and emphasizing an outdoor curriculum. Curriculum offerings will include: Seasonal Circle of Song,
Movement, and Verse, Storytelling and Puppetry, Art and Craft time, Creative Play, Nature Exploration, Animal Care,
Farm Visits, Festivals, Handwork for the older Kindergarten child.

B. Home Learning Packet –
A home-learning resource packet will be sent home with each family on the second day
of attendance that includes weekly circle material, the weekly story, and craft supplies for a project related to either
the story or an upcoming festival.



HYBRID SCHOOL/HOME-LEARNING MODEL Cont'd

C. Rhythms and Routines - Daily, Weekly, and Monthly Festivals
Our Early Childhood teachers will suggest rhythms and routines to bring balance to home life.
These provide foundational support for our work with young children! Self-care, home-tending activities, seasonal
outdoor work, and cooking projects weave together a beautiful home culture. Families will be included
in outdoor Festivals that happen on-campus, if desired.

D. Parenting Support/ UnderstandingChild Development
A weekly online support session will be offered in the evening for parents and teachers to discuss healthy child
development. Reading topics will include aspects of Waldorf education as well as contemporary research in the
areas of neuroscience, technology, discipline, and whole-child learning. These sessions will provide an
opportunity for adults to share thoughts and to support each other in navigating issues that arise during the course
of the week at home. Our faculty will also be available for private support sessions if requested.

E. Optional On-line Programming
Although online programming for children is discouraged, we understand that for some families, the
internet provides an important mode of connection. If your child will be on-line, so much the better if they can be
brought into the sphere of their teachers and classmates. Thus, we will offer as part of this option: an audio
recording of our weekly story and songs and weekly family zoom activities on Friday afternoons.



Kindergarten and Nursery
Option 3: HOME-LEARNING SUPPORT MODEL

Exclusively Home-learning with Teacher Tutorial Support

Home-Learning Support is offered for families who wish to be a part of our Hawthorne Valley School community, but
who do not feel that they are ready to immerse themselves in on-site school learning for the time being. In this model,
we aim to support parents and at-home childcare providers.

Families choosing this model will teach in their family environment or cluster with other families for support. In these
cases, EC teachers will work with individual families or with the children who are grouped together.

We will share curriculum appropriate for the young child and provide in-person tutorial offerings each week at school, on
an individual basis, when mandates allow.

When stricter quarantine measures apply, during times of mandated school closure, or for families who are in
quarantine because of exposure to illness, these tutorial sessions will be held remotely.



HOME-LEARNING SUPPORT MODEL Cont'd

Our At-Home Learning Support Model includes:

A. Distance-Learning Curriculum:

 Seasonal Circle of songs, movement, and verse: written material and recorded music will be offered to
supplement lesson work during the week.

 Story-telling/Puppetry: our teachers know a vast repertoire of nature stories, and world cultural folk and fairy
tales that they are eager to share!

 Support in the Arts: Water Color Painting, Moving Pictures, and Handwork for the older child.

 Nature Exploration:guidance for seasonal exploration, farm life, foraging, and wild crafting.

 Monthly Festivals: Crafts, Puppet Plays, and Outdoor Events will be offered so that families can participate as
they are able.



HOME-LEARNING SUPPORT MODEL Cont'd

B. Home Learning Packet

A home-learning resource packet will be available for each family to take home each week that expands on learning
experiences that were introduced in the tutorial session. It will include weekly circle material, the week’s story, craft
supplies for projects related to either the story or an upcoming festival, and support for the cognitive development
of the 3 - 7 year old child.

C. Rhythms and Routines - Daily, Weekly, and Monthly

Our Early Childhood teachers will offer suggested rhythms and routines to bring balance to home life and
provide foundational support to our work with young children. We will offer, if desired by the parents, a short daily
morning check-in with the teacher. Subjects will include: self-care, home-tending activities for children, ideas for
seasonal outdoor work and nature exploration, and cooking project that are all a part of the weaving together of a
beautiful home culture. Families will be included in our seasonal festivals which help to build a deeper sense of our
relationship to the passing of the seasons and community culture.



HOME-LEARNING SUPPORT MODEL Cont'd

D. Parenting Support/ Understanding Child Development

A weekly online support session will be offered in the evening for parents and teachers to discuss healthy child
development. Reading topics will include aspects of Waldorf education as well as contemporary research in the
areas of neuroscience, technology, discipline, and whole-child learning. These sessions will provide an
opportunity for adults to share thoughts and to support each other in navigating issues that arise during the
course of the week at home. Our faculty will also be available for private support sessions if requested.

E. Optional On-line Programming –

Although online programming for children is discouraged, we understand that for some families, the internet
provides an important mode of connection. If your child will be on-line, so much the better if they can be brought
into the sphere of their teachers and classmates. Thus, we will offer as part of this option: an audio recording of
our weekly story and songs and weekly family zoom activities on Friday afternoons.



HEALTH AND SAFETY GUIDLINES

The following Health and Safety Guidelines will be put in place for the On-Campus Re-opening of Hawthorne Valley 
Waldorf School in September 2020:

Each Kindergarten and Nursery class of children and teachers will operate within a contained social pod of not more
than 10 children each day. These pod groups will not mix with other classes for social play or care during schooling
time and will have separate entrances and bathrooms designated to their pod.

In order to safely manage our campus and reduce crowds at the beginning and end of the school day we will have 
staggered drop-off and pick-up times. Specific details about how this will work will be communicated in August after 
we are clearer about enrollment numbers.

We will be taking the temperature of all students as they arrive at school each morning. In addition, a health
questionnaire will need to be submitted periodically to the school nurse.

Any student presenting with a common cold, influenza or symptoms of COVID-19, or having a temperature of 100.4
or above, must stay home or return home. Symptoms include: congestion, runny nose, cough, sore throat, fever, or
any other signs of infectious illness.

Sick children are expected to isolate for 10 calendar days, or until symptoms resolve. If returning before 10 days,
please provide a medical note, or proof of a negative COVID-19 test. Contact Nurse Kara Desiderio for guidance if you
are unsure of symptoms.



HEALTH AND SAFETY GUIDELINES Cont'd

Although in the older grades we are restricting our campus to enrolled students only, we will allow one parent (or
caretaker) to accompany their enrolled Kindergarten or Nursery child to help their entry. Parents are requested to wear
masks and not to linger once their child has adjusted to the transition of arrival.

As much outdoor time curriculum as possible will be taught each day with children guided towards social distancing
measures and use of masks if closer encounters occur.

Children will be guided to use the bathroom one at a time with disinfecting wipe downs happening in between each use.
Hand washing will be taught and implemented upon arrival at school, after bathroom use, before meals and after meals.

Soft toys will not be available for common use. Each child will have their own basket of art supplies, rest mat and pillow,
and a soft doll/puppet in class which will not be shared.

Any classroom materials that are commonly used will be disinfected after school is over each day.

Children will need to bring a backpack to school with water bottle, tick spray, extra clothing, and daily snack and lunch if
staying for playgroup.

Seating for art/projects and meals will comply with distancing measures.



Prepare a healthy snack and lunch for your child.

 Good nutrition supports a healthy immune system.

 Please make sure that your child arrives at school 
each day with their snack and lunch. While we 
understand there are times when an item is 
accidentally left at home and there will be a designated 
place to drop off necessary food and supplies, this 
should not be part of your typical routine.

 Until further notice, there will not be a lunch 
program. As you are no doubt aware, the Farm Store 
has a strict occupancy limit and tends to have lines and 
delays. Try not to rely on a quick trip to the Farm Store 
at the start of the school day—thismight cause your 
child to be late to class.



Face Masks

 We will be following CDC Guidelines on mask usage. If you cannot conceive of your child ever wearing a mask 
or ever taking their mask off, then on-campus classes at HVS might not be the right fit for you. At all times, 
please communicate your expectations with your class teacher or advisor. Let us know if your child is in a high-
risk category.

 Face masks are an important tool in protecting those in our community who are most at risk. We might not feel 
the urgency to wear them for ourselves, or out of our own fear, but we wear face masks to allow others whom we 
care about and value to feel safe and to prevent the sort of outbreak that could necessitate a school shutdown.

 Recent months have opened our eyes to the danger that cultural bias brings to our perceptions and actions. At 
HVS, we are striving to be more aware and alert to social justice issues. Covid-19 has not affected our society 
equally, rather it has targeted certain groups. By wearing masks when we are on-campus, especially in common 
spaces or when we cannot socially distance, we protect our 
vulnerable students and staff, teaching students to become more aware of the needs of the group, and to learn 
how to act in a socially responsible way.



Face Masks Cont'd

• We understand that our youngest students do not have the same ability to tolerate masks as our older 
students, and that some have conditions that make wearing a mask more difficult. While we teach our 
students about mask wearing, we will also provide safe opportunities to be mask free.

 Our commitment to spending as much time as possible outside is related to our acknowledgement that we 
need to create the safest context for mask-free time. Each class will have a designated area for their use.

 We have ordered medical supplies and will have disposable and cloth masks on hand for our students to 
use. Still, we encourage you to find a mask that is comfortable for your child and to have them practice 
wearing it.

 Students will be expected to wear masks when they are dropped off at school until they are instructed by 
their teacher that they may remove them. Students are expected to wear masks as they enter their classrooms, 
walk in the hallways, go to the bathroom, cross paths with children outside their cohort, or are requested to do 
so by any teacher or staff member.

 Remember to clean fabric masks regularly. Consider shopping for the most comfortable one and giving your 
child a choice. Please no words, distracting images or logos on face masks!



 We need to limit numbers on campus. Unless specifically 
invited, parents should not come onto school 
grounds while classes are in session. We love 
you. Don’t take this personally—we are just trying to keep 
our school safe and healthy. We will make an exception for 
our Early Childhood and First Grade parents. One parent 
or guardian can accompany these young children to 
their meeting point. All others should say goodbye after 
the temperature check, as your 
child approaches their outdoor meeting point

 As in past years, we will have regular class evenings, a new 
parent orientation, and PTA meetings. Teachers are also 
available for check-ins and conversations as needed. This 
year, however, most gatherings will be happening via 
Zoom. We look forward to being beyond the COVID crisis 
and returning to live in-person interactions in the 
future. We aren’t there yet.

Reducing crowding on campus 



Staggered Drop-off and Pick-up times

 In order to best manage potential crowds at the beginning and end of the school day, and to allow space for the 
mandatory daily temperature checks, we will have staggered drop-off and pick-up times and will be using separate 
drop-off location for Early Childhood, First and Third Grade—details will be provided closer to the start of school.

 After passing through the temperature check station, students will report to their class 
teacher or homeroom teacher who will be waiting by the class flag. Children will wait with their group until 
everyone has arrived and then proceed to class.

 Parents dropping off tardy students must call ahead to meet one of our designated Health-
Check staff at our Health Tent for a temperature screening and to receive a tardy admit slip. Do not leave the 
parking lot until your student has had their temperature checked.

 Clear communication via phone and email will be crucial in the coming year. Make sure to alert 
Marla Tolz in the Main Office in time to allow for the relaying of information to the relevant teachers. We 
will clarify pick-up protocol closer to the start of school.



 For the immediate future all our after-school 
programming has been cancelled. There are too many 
uncertainties in our country to plan these activities, and 
too much risk involved. If things change in the coming 
months, we will adapt our plans.

 We encourage you to limit play dates to interactions 
with children in your child’s class group as a method to 
limit exposure. With all the chaos of our current age, 
having a more mellow home-life with less rushing 
around and fewer activities will serve your child well.

 Let’s keep things simple this year.

What about after-school activities and programming?



 At Hawthorne Valley Waldorf School we are 
committed to slowing down this year and taking the 
time needed to help our children adjust to their 
present reality.

 We do not yet know what needs will present 
themselves on September 1, 2020. Still, we can 
predict that students will feel some stress in adapting 
to our new schedules, rhythms and protocols. After 
the trauma of the last Spring’s unexpected school 
closure and the experience this summer of living 
through uncertainty, any return to academics, old 
friends, new friends, teachers, temperature screenings 
and mask wearing will understandably take its 
toll. We are not taking the backdrop of a pandemic 
and the anxiety it brings lightly.

Time to breathe!



 To respond to the diverse needs of our students, parents, 
and staff, we are adjusting our programming and 
scheduling at all the levels of HVS. Our Early Childhood, 
Lower School, Middle School and High School programs are 
considering hybrid models to provide more flexibility and 
allow teachers the time to connect with 
any students needing to learn at home.

 We predict that there will be non-Covid-related illness that 
might necessitate a child requiring distance learning for an 
extended period of time. Please make sure to 
treat these missing classmates with understanding, not 
fear. If your own child becomes ill with a common cold or 
flu, please have patience and understand our need for 
caution.

Time to breathe!




